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Jan 29: The Power of Accountability: Build Engagement, Collaboration and Trust
In this interactive, highly practical session, we'll examine what it takes to create an environment where people are willing to step up and take
ownership for their actions and decisions. You'll learn key principles for clarifying communication, creating team cohesion, and coaching
performance that reduce "victim behavior" while fostering trust and teamwork. Discover how small but powerful changes in attitude and behavior
- reinforced every day - can yield tremendous results.
Dr. Michael Brenner, president of Right Chord Leadership LLC, is an international leadership consultant, executive coach, keynote speaker,
author, and professional musician. He has taught courses at Immaculata University, Temple University, and La Salle University in organizational
behavior, negotiations, systems dynamics, interpersonal communication, and the sociology of work. Dr. Brenner earned a doctorate in adult
learning and leadership from Columbia University and a masters degree in adult and organizational development from Temple University. He
has worked with a variety of well-known organizations including SAP, QVC, Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia, Godiva, Boeing, the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, and Sri Lankan manufacturer Maliban. He is Past President of the Greater Philadelphia chapter of the
Association for Talent Development (ATD) and has been a featured speaker at many industry events and conferences. Dr. Brenner has
published several articles and is currently writing a book on high performance teams. An accomplished saxophone player, Dr. Brenner has
performed on stages around the world and frequently utilizes music and improvisation in his workshops to demonstrate principles of leadership
and teamwork.

Feb 13: Executive Presence: Convey Confidence and Command Respect as a Leader
Executive presence means conveying confidence as a business leader, commanding respect, and having a professional magnetism that
influences others. Executive presence trades passivity and self-doubt for self-assurance, decisiveness, and bold decision making. With this
program, leaders will gain the tools to develop their executive presence and become the elite performers who influence outcomes, contribute to
major decisions, and drive change for the betterment of the company. They will create a consistent view of themselves as a compelling force
inside an organization. They will learn how to utilize executive presence to shape and positively affect the outcome of situations.
Joel Garfinkle is recognized as one of the top 50 executive coaches in the U.S., having worked with many of the worlds leading companies. His
clientele comprises a distinguished and diverse international client base, including Oracle, Google, Amazon, Deloitte, Ritz-Carlton, Bank of
America, Starbucks, and many others.

Mar 13: Effective Coaching Techniques for Busy Managers
In this highly interactive program participants will: (1) Learn how to create ownership and urgency from those they lead; (2) practice specific
coaching skills and tools to bring out the best in others; (3) learn keys and a format to managing their coaching time; (4) explore a 12-minute
coaching model that creates positive accountability and results; (5) coach each other on real issues that impact their business; (6) work with
specific tools to help blocked or stuck employees; and (7) learn how to coach different personalities on their team.
Dr. Tim Ursiny, founder of Advantage Coaching & Training Inc., is a speaker and certified business coach specializing in helping individuals
reach peak performance and life satisfaction. His areas of expertise include communication skills, team building, confidence, coaching skills and
dealing with change. He has written or co-written 13 books including The Cowards Guide to Conflict which is in its fourth printing. Dr. Tim is a
frequent speaker on a variety of topics that benefit individuals in the workplace and personal life. He has spoken for firms such as Wells Fargo
Advisors, Raymond James, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management, UBS, LPL, and Invesco. Tim has been interviewed and appeared in The
Bottom Line, The Chicago Tribune, People Magazine, Readers Digest, First for Women and other periodicals. He has also appeared on CNN
radio news, VH-1 News, and Total Living.

Apr 10: Critical Decision Making: The Role of Constructive Conflict
Through fascinating examples from history, including the Bay of Pigs, Cuban Missile Crisis, and the tragedy on Mount Everest, this workshop
will explore the following: the five myths of executive decision making; how to foster open debate; how to achieve "diversity in counsel, unity in
command"; how to move to closure: overcoming the inability to decide; avoiding "analysis paralysis" and other pitfalls; how to gain the
whole-hearted commitment to act; and how to address hidden doubts that could undermine your final decision.
Prof. Michael Roberto is the Trustee Professor of Management at Bryant University. He previously served for six years on the faculty at Harvard
Business School. His book, "Why Great Leaders Don`t Take Yes For An Answer", was named one of the top 10 business books of 2005 by The
Globe and Mail, Canada`s largest daily newspaper. He has taught in leadership development programs and consulted at a number of firms
including Morgan Stanley, Home Depot, Mars, The World Bank and Lockheed Martin.

May 08: Boosting Productivity: Gaining Back Time for Yourself and Your Team
This fast paced seminar is designed for busy managers, project leaders, and senior individual contributors who are looking to maximize
productivity and achieve more. Discover proven strategies which will enable you to:
●
●
●
●

Solve the big productivity challenges: email, meetings, and interruptions
Regain focus on your most important goals and projects
Increase team engagement by getting more done in less time
Protect critical planning and personal time

By teaching go-getters how to improve their efficiency, Time Management Fixer Helene Segura, MA Ed, CPO helps companies and agencies
lower employee stress levels, decrease absenteeism, improve retention and leadership, and increase revenue. Known for her
thought-provoking, yet entertaining time management keynotes and seminars that teach practical productivity tools, Helene delivers an
experience that resonates deeply and inspires change. Helene has been the featured organizational expert in more than 150 media interviews
and is the author of three books - two of which were Amazon best-sellers. Her latest book, The Inefficiency Assassin: Time Management Tactics
for Working Smarter, Not Longer (New World Library), is the go- to time management resource for thousands of professionals around the world.

Jun 13: Powerful Communication: Craft and Deliver your Message with Authority and Authenticity
Effective communication can impress people but powerful communication can move people to action. This course identifies the elements of
powerful communication and teaches the participants how to harness and utilize their own individual skills to become a communicator that
persuades, inspires, and transforms. The course will be highly interactive with group exercises, skills assessment, demonstrations, critiquing
and opportunity for on-site application.
Dr. Debbye Turner Bell is a veterinarian, journalist, minister, motivational speaker, wife, and mother. For three years, she served as the lead
U.S. news anchor for Arise News, a global cable news network. She hosted a daily evening news broadcast called Arise America. Currently, she
can be seen as an expert contributor to the show DOGS 101 on Animal Planet. For 11 years, Turner Bell enjoyed her role in broadcast
journalism as a staff correspondent for CBS News starting in 2001. She covered a variety of subjects, and was from time to time called upon to
cover breaking and developing news.

Jul 09: Communication and Conflict: How to Navigate Difficult People and Difficult Conversations
Do you struggle with problem employees that challenge you at every turn? Does it seem like these people enjoy "debating" you more than
contributing to the goals of your organization? Have you ever had a proposal flounder simply because the room was resistant to change? Many
communication experts focus on interpersonal communication techniques to help resolve these difficult situations. Dr. Jarrod Atchison, known
for his Great Courses series on The Art of Debate, takes a different approach that focuses on preventing and resolving conflict through learning
the theory and practice of argumentation.
Dr. Jarrod Atchison is the director of debate and an associate professor in the Communication Department at Wake Forest University. The Wake
Forest University debate team dates back to 1835 and has won multiple national championships. As an undergraduate debater, Dr. Atchison
was Presidential Scholar in Debate who was ranked the second overall team in the nation and the third overall individual speaker at the 2001
National Debate Tournament.

Aug 06: Championing Your Ideas at Work: Becoming Your Own Best Advocate
Successful advocates know how important it is to clearly communicate their ideas, how their reputations shape how people respond to their
ideas, how they need to build partnerships and alliances with others in getting ideas adopted, how they must "pre-sell" any idea long before
formal meetings, and how to be persuasive and influential in meetings. We will discuss new research on each of those topics - research that
offers you interesting and surprising ways to champion innovations in your organization.
Dr. John Daly is the Liddell Professor in the College of Communication, Distinguished Teaching Professor, and TCB Professor of Management
at the University of Texas at Austin. He teaches graduate and undergraduate courses on topics such as interpersonal communication,
organizational behavior, and advocacy and persuasion. He has won every major undergraduate teaching award at the University of Texas. He
has published more than one hundred scholarly articles, and completed nine books, including, most recently, Advocacy: Championing Ideas and
Influencing Others (Yale) as well as The SAGE Handbook of Interpersonal Communication. He has served as President of the National
Communication Association and on the Board of Directors of the International Communication Association and the International Customer
Service Association. His work has appeared in major popular outlets like the Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, New York Times. He has
worked with Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Marriott, American Airlines, Roche, Amgen, Pfizer, Astra-Zeneca, State Farm, Kraft, ExxonMobil,
Shell, Texas Instruments, UPS, FedEx-Kinkos, 3M, Dell, IBM, AT&T, USAA, Prudential, and Samsung, among many others.

Sep 19: Leading from the Middle: A Practical Approach to Achieving Extraordinary Results
In this seminar you will learn why change is so difficult and be introduced to a new, commitment-based approach to leading change that is
designed for leaders who are not at the apex of an organization. By successfully leading change you will build capabilities that are extraordinary
because competitors are likely to fail in their attempts to duplicate your success.
Dr. Jackson Nickerson is the Frahm Family Professor of Organization and Strategy at Washington University in St. Louis Olin Business School.
He also is the Associate Dean and Director of Brookings Executive Education and a Senior Non-resident Scholar in Governance Studies at the
Brookings Institution. A prior systems engineer at NASAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory with a BSME from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and an
MSME from U.C. Berkeley, Jackson combines his engineering systems knowledge with an MBA and Ph.D. in Business Strategy both from U.C.
Berkeleys Haas School of Business. Jackson has published numerous papers in leading academic journals and is the author or editor of four
books. His latest book is entitled Leading Change from the Middle: A Practical Guide to Building Extraordinary Capabilities (Brookings, 2014).
He consults with business, government, and nonprofits on problem diagnosis, strategy, and leading change. In addition to serving on corporate
boards, Jackson is a co-founder and business director of NFORMD.NET, a new media company that provides sexual assault prevention
programs to universities and the U.S. Army.

Oct 09: The Changing Rules of Strategy: New Mindsets for a New World
In this session, Professor Hewitt will present a practical model of "disruptive foresight". This will enable participants to do five key things: (1) spot
and decipher early signals of competitive disruption in their industry; (2) analyse the forces driving disruption and their likely consequences; (3)
consider realistic strategic options to benefit from disruption; (4) ensure the organization acquires the capabilities to handle game-changing
challenges; (5) drive a deep mind set shift throughout the organization, well beyond the legacy of traditional change management models.
Professor Gordon Hewitt is widely acknowledged as one of the world`s leading authorities on the challenge of competing and creating value in
dynamic, complex markets. He has been involved in major strategy and top leadership development programs for corporations such as Pfizer,
Sony, Honeywell, Time Warner and IBM. In addition, he has chaired meetings of European and American CEOs and Board Chairman to discuss
the future of corporate strategy and governance.

Nov 07: Getting Results: The Absolutes to High Performance
This dynamic, interactive and hands-on learning experience will: provide specific tools to help leaders better understand the causes of
managerial failure; equip managers to better focus their people and themselves on desired outcomes; help leaders effectively equip their people
to perform at higher levels; demonstrate the importance of creating a working environment that fosters better results; encouraging managers to
maximize people power and will make a strong case for developing both people and processes in your quest for better results.
Dr. Clinton Longenecker is an award-winning business educator, researcher, author, motivational speaker, and executive coach who was
recently recognized by The Economist as one of the top 15 business professors in the world. A thought leader in rapid performance
improvement, Dr. Longenecker has published over 180 journal articles in America`s top academic and professional journals. He is also the
author of two best-selling books, including Getting Results: Five Absolutes for High Performance and The Two-Minute Drill: Lessons for Rapid
Organizational Improvement from Americas Greatest Game. Dr. Longenecker has helped transform the talents of thousands of business leaders
in some of America`s best companies from coast-to-coast.

Dec 12: How to Reach, Teach and Engage Various Generations in the Workplace
Sheer demographics suggest that, in the very near future, we will feel strain on our generational talent pools and, consequently, organizational
productivity. This seminar will provide leaders with insights and strategies for attracting, engaging and developing talent from all generations, as
well as for enhancing intergenerational communication, productivity and results.
Dr. Jan Ferri-Reed is a seasoned consultant and President of KEYGroup, a 28-year Pittsburgh-based speaking, education and assessment firm.
She has presented a variety of programs to thousands of managers and employees in a diverse range of organizations across the globe. She
provides guidance, wisdom and wit to leaders who want to create productive and profitable workplaces.
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